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AGRICULTURAL NON-POINT SOURCE WATER
POLLUTION CONTROL UNDER SECTIONS 208
AND 303 OF THE CLEAN WATER ACT: HAS FORTY
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE TAUGHT US ANYTHING?

I. INTRODUCTION
After several years of emphasis on point source water pollution
abatement under the Clean Water Act 1 (CWA), non-point source water
pollution 2 control has now become a major concern in attaining the

overall goals of the Act.3 It is clear that further gains in substantially
improving water quality by abatement of point source pollution alone
will be offset by continuing non-point source pollution.4 Thus, a shift
to the control of non-point source pollution is underway. 5
1. Clean Water Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-217, 91 Stat. 1566, (1977) (to be codified
in 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376), amending Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, Pub.
L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376 (Supp. V 1975) (commonly referred
to as Clean Water Act).
2. Although not statutorily defined, non-point source water pollution is best described
as water pollution which is not point source water pollution. Poin.t source water pollution
is defined as any discernible, confined and discrete conveyance, including but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling
stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, or vessel or other floating craft, from which
pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include return flows from irrigated agriculture. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1362(14) (1970 to 1977).
3.
4.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, WATER QUALITY STRATEGY PAPER 4, 6, 12 (1975).
NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY, STAFF REPORT TO THE NATIONAL COM-

MISSION ON WATER QUALITY IV-29 (1976) ; see also COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY,
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT 23-24 (1976).

5. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BY THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY 18-19 (1976). There the Commission recommended
as follows:
A. Congress retain the national goal, "...
that wherever attainable, an Interim goal of water quality which provides for the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for recreation In and on the
water be achieved by July 1, 1983 ;"
B. Co,?gress postlone the deadline by which municipal, agricultural and industrial dischargers shall be required to meet the 1983 requirements from
July 1, 1983 to (a date not less than five and no more than ten years after
1983) provided the following interimt actions are assured:
1. Effluent limitations for 1977 are reviewed periodically and revised,
if arpropriate, to reflect advances In practicable control technology ;
2. Periodically review and aggressively enforce higher levels of treatment
than required by the 1977 effluent limitations where the 1977 requirements
will not achieve Federally approved state water quality standards and where
more stringent limitations will significantly help in achieving water quality
standards.
3. Review and alter new source performance standards periodically as
technology is perfected to ensure a high level of control or treatment of new
Pollutant sources ;
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Of the major non-point source water pollution activities, agriculture is the major source of sediment, the principal contaminant responsible for water pollution from non-point sources.e Besides sediment, other agricultural non-point source pollutants include dissolved
7
salts, nutrients, pesticides, organic matter and pathogens. Controlling

the loss of soil to waterways will not only result in a substantial reduction of sediment, but also a significant reduction in other agricultural
non-point source pollutants entering waterways.8
Because there is strong sentiment to use existing federal agencies
rather than expand the bureaucracy of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to handle the agricultural non-point source problems,
it has been suggested that the ideal arrangement would be a combined Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and EPA institutional framework.9 Given past performance, however, it is highly questionable
whether or not a simple marriage of these existing agencies and
4. a.
Where posible, toxic pollutants in toxic concentrations shall be
controlled in applicable effluent limitations and permits;
b. Effluent limitations based on technology to eliminate the discharge
of toxic pollutants in toxid concentrations into the nation's waters shall be
implemented as soon as possible but no later than October 1, 1980 ;
5. a.
Apply control or treatment measures to combined storm and sanitary sewer flows to urban storm-water flows when these measures are cost
effective and will significantly help In achieving water quality standards ;
b. Control or treatment mcasures shall be applied to agricultural and
noulpoint discharges when these measures are cost effective and wil siglificantly help in achiering water qita.,iti standards. For these measures, Congress
should utilize the -apabilitics of .rxistiaginstitutions anml their resources, and
may wish to consider additional Federal resources to carry out the izecessary
programs:
6. An on-going national assessment of the quality of the nation's waters
shall he undertaken to determine progress toward water quality goals and
objectives, and the progress peri'edically reported to the Congress ; and
7. No later than 1985 a Commission similar to the National Commission
on Water Quality shall evaluate progress toward these goals and make appropriate recommendations, at which time Congress may consider whether
uniform application of more stringent effluent limitations than the 1977 requirements Is Justified and desirable.
Since the 1977 secondary treatment requirement for publicly owned treatment works will not be met universally for at least a decade, meeting a more
stringent uniform national limitation would necessarily occur after that.
Further, since achieving hoth 1977 and 1983 requirements for publicly owned
treatment works is largely determined by Federal appropriations, the pace
can be controlled to some degree by Federal decisions. The Federal share of
the cost to provide secondary treatment after 1977 and more stringent limitations for d'scharres to water quality limited waters will probably exceed
acti'il Fed-ral dollars spent before that date. Total spending will depend on
funding levels chosen for eligible categories. Therefore, the effects of achievinc whatever level of treatment (and expenditure) that is selected will be
influenced by" the Congress and the President as Feteral funds are authorIzed nod anopropriated.
(Enipha sis adrded).
6. R. LoEHITi, AGRTCULTURAL 'WASTE MANAGEMENT 51 (1974): see also ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTPCTTON AEF.'CT, CO(MPIITION OF FEDERAL, STATE AN4D LOCAL LAWS CONTROLLING NONPOMNT POlT.LITANTS 224 (1975) : FNVIRONMEN TAT. PROTECTION AGENCY, METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF' NON-POINT SO1RCES OF POLl UTANTS 35,
NATIONAL COMrMISSION ON WATER QITrALITY, STAFF REPORT TO THE NATIONAL
36 (1973)
COMMTISSION ON WATER QUALITY I1 182-1I 183 (1976).
7. R. LoEHn, AGRItCUI.TURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 52 (1974).
8. Id.
9. ENVIRONMVNTAL PROTECTION AGENCy, WATER QIAI.ITT STRATFGY PAPER 19 (197i)
se, al.o Montgnmery, Control of Agricultural Water Pollution: A Continuing Regulatory
Dilemma, 1976 LT. ILL. L.F. 533, 553, 554.
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their attendant administrative programs and operations will be successful. Furthermore, it may be that any serious effort to abate agricultural non-point source water pollution will require a major shift
in emphasis from voluntary to compulsory participation of landowners and occupiers.
Before pouring more money into current conservation assistance
programs, and in order to get substantially better results than those
of the past forty years, present institutional arrangements need close
examination. The purposes of this note are as follows: first, to acquaint the reader with the scope of agricultural non-point source pollution; second, to examine the past and present institutional framework of federal, state, and local governmental agencies, i.e., the
SCS and Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs), and their
efforts to control soil erosion; and third, to suggest a course of action
which the EPA should take under the CWA in order that an effective program to control agricultural non-point source water pollution involving the EPA, SCS, and SWCDs is in fact formulated.
II. THE SCOPE OF AGRICULTURAL NON-POINT SOURCE WATER
POLLUTION
There are two dominant modes of transport of non-point agricultural pollutants to water; runoff to surface waters, and infiltration
and percolation to subsurface water.' 0 Pollutants may be dissolved
and carried by water or adsorbed on to soil particles subsequently
transported by water. 1
The non-point source pollutants resulting from agricultural practices include sediments, salt loads, nutrients, pesticides, organic
loads, and pathogens. 12 Of these pollutants, sediment is considered by
far the most important, followed by nutrients, pesticides and dissolved salts. 13 Agricultural lands, notably croplands, are large contributors of sediment. 14 Cropland has been said to be the source of
fifty percent of the four billion tons of sediment delivered annually
to United States waterways. 5
Although a combined federal-state-local effort to control agricul10.
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
AGENCY,
METHODS
FOR IDENTIFYING
AND
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF NON-POINT SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS 37, 38 (1973).

11.

EVALUATING

Id. at 35. See also R. LOEHR, AGRICULTURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 52 (1974).

12.
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
AGENCY,
METHODS FOR
IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF NON-POINT SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS 36, 37. See also ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, NON-POINT SOURCE-STREAM NUTRIENT LEVEL RELATIONSHIPS:

A NATIONWIDE STUDY 1 (1977: R. LOEHR, AGitICULTURAI. WASTE MANAGEMENT 52 (1974).
13.
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
AGENCY,
METHODS
FOR
IDENTIFYING
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF NON-POINT SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS 35 (1973).

14. Id. at 35, 36.
15. Id. However, others estimate that of the four

AND

EVALUATING

billion tons of sediment carried by

Surface runoff into waterways of the forty-eight contiguous states, at least seventy-five
percent comes from farmland. Pimental Terhune, Dyson-Hudson, Rochereau, Samis, Smith,
Denman, Rei'schneider, & Shepard, Land Degradation: Effects on Food and Energy Re-

Sources, 194 SCIENCE 150 (1976).
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tural erosion has been in effect for forty years, 6 nationwide, 158
million acres (forty percent) of non-irrigated cropland needs the application of better soil conservation practices. 1 7 Farmers today are
annually losing an average of twelve tons of soil per acre through
water eroison as compared to eight tons per acre in 1934.18 Despite
16. The effort referred to is called soil conservation and began with the passage
of the Soil Conservation And Domestic Allotment Act of 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-46, 49 Stat.
163 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 590(a)-590(q)(2) (1970 & Supp. V 1975).
17. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY, STAFF REPORT TO THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY 11-183 (1976).
Of all cropland, 36 percent (160 million acres) was found to be adequately treated; 64 percent (278 million acres) needs some treatment. Of
the 421 million acres of cropland in tillage rotation, 36 percent (151 million,
acres) Is adequately treated and another 14 percent (61 million acres) needs
only good management of crop residues or annual cover crops. Of the land
In tillage rotation, 4 percent (16 million acres) is not considered suitable for
cultivation and should be converted to grassland or forest. Of the 41 million,
acres in tillage rotation under irrigation, 29 percent (12 million acres) is
adequately treated and 12 percent (5 million acres) needs only good cultural
or management measures.
One~half (6 million acres) of the open land formerly cropped and 43 percent (2 million acres) of the land in orchards, vineyardis, and bush fruits
Is adequately treated. Individual treatment practices are not listed for this
land.
Of the pastureland, 28 percent (28 million acres) is adequately treated,
treatment is not feasible on 1 percent, and 2 percent (2 million acres) should
be converted to forest. Conservation treatment needs are in two categoriesImprovement and reestablishment. Improvement of existing cover through
good management practices, such as protection against overgrazing, fertilization, and weed control, is needed on 46 percent (47 million acres) of all pas,tureland. Reestablishment of desirable pasture plants with and without brush
control is needed on 23 percent (23 million acres). Treatments for irrigated
pasture axe not listed separately in this report. Treatments for better water
management and improved irrigation systems on pastureland are included in
improvement only.
Conservation treatment needed on privately controlled rangeland was estimated in the same manner as for pastureland. Treatment Is adequate on 29
percent (112 million acres) and is not feasible on almost 5 percent. Improvement of existing cover Is needed on 57 percent (215 million acres) and reestablishment either with or without brush control on 10 percent (36 million
acres). Irrigated rangeland was reported by two states, New Mexico and Montana. As with irrigated pastureland, treatments for better water management
and Improved Irrigation systems are included in improvement only.
Treatment needed on privately owned forest land, was estimated separately for forestry purposes and for grazing purposes. Since some forest land
is managed for multiple uses, the combined treatment acreage for forestry
and grazing exceeds the total forest acreage in some countries and states.
For forestry purposes, 38 percent (17S million acres) Is adequately treated,
23 percent (106 million acres) needs establishment or reinforcement of timber stands, and 39 percent (179 million acres) needs timber stand Improvement.
Of the 137 million acres of grazed forest, 21 percent (29 million acres)
is adequately treated, 47 percent (64 million acres) needs treatment to Improve the forage, and grazing should be reduced or eliminated on 32 percent
(43 million acres).
Of the 56 million acres of other land, 72 percent (40 million acres) Is
adequately treated and 28 percent needs some treatment.
U.S. D E'T OF AGRICULTURE, NATIONAL INVENTORY OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION NEEDS
2 (1967).
18. GOVERNMFNT ACCOUNTING OFFIcE, To PROTECT TOMORROW'S FOOD SUPPLY, SOIL CONSERVATION NEEDS PRIORITY ATTENTION 3-6 (1977). This report also stated that there was
no evldlence that soil losses were consistently smaller for farmers who had been particlpating In USDA conservation programs compared to those farmers who had not. Sol] losses
in both participating and nonparticipating groups were found to be well above the maximum tolerable level. Eighty-four percent of the farms randomly investigated were losing
more than five tons of soil an acre per year on croplands for which measurements were
made. The GAO criticized the lack of activity of the USDA in seeking out farmers most
in need of help; In encouraging those farmers the department had helped to carry out
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the $15 billion in federal assistance and cost-sharing spent by the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)- since the 1930s to
cure erosion problems, the nation is suffering twenty-five percent
more erosion today than during the dust bowl. 19 Implementation of
practices to treat remaining agricultural lands needing treatment is
20
estimated to require a capital investment of $2.6 billion.
Although sediment alone constitutes a problem, it acts as the
principle carrier of several other agricultural non-point source pollutants: plant nutrients, pesticides, and plant and animal pathogens.2 1 The plant nutrients given greatest attention are nitrogen and
phosphorous. Intensive farming results in the application of nutrients
either by the addition of synthetic fertilizers or incorporation of readily decomposable organic material, such as manure. Since the form
of nitrogen useable by plants is soluble in water, where available
nitrogen exceeds crop uptake, nitrogen will be transported either to
subsurface water by infiltration and percolation or to surface water
by runoff.2 2 Of the total nitrogen emitted into the nation's waterways, forty-nine percent is estimated to have been transported by
erosion, thirty-three percent by leeching of native soil nitrogen, and
2 3
eighteen percent through transport by a combination of processes.
Because phosphorous not taken up by the crop is converted to insoluble forms and attached to soil particles, erosion of soil from
24
cropland results in the transport of phosphorous.
their conservation plans effectively over the long term; in allocating less than half of 'he
cost-sharing money for soil erosion control measures; (most of it had gone for improving
crop yields). In particular the GAO criticized the SCS for the substantial amount of time
spent by each of some 2,750 district conservationists in preparing elaborate conservation
plans for Individual farms only to have them seldom followed and soon become out-of-date.
Less than half of the 119 farmer cooperators visited by GAO were usihg the plans the
SCS had prepared for them.
19. Id. at 6. Other recent studies suggest that United States farmers are losing more
soil per acre through erosion today than they did 15 to 30 years ago. Id.
20. NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY, STAFF REPORT TO THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON WATER QUALITY 11-183 (1976).
21. R. LOEHR, AGRICULTURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 52 (1974).
22. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING AND EVALUATING
THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF NON-POINT SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS 37, 3S (1973).
23. Id. at 42.
24. Id. at 37. See also R. LOEHR, AGRICULTURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 56 (1974). The
estimated loss of nitrogen and phosphorous to our waterways is approximately 2 lbs. of
N and 1.6 lbs. of P per ton of sediment. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. METHODS FOR
EVALUATING THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF NON-POINT SOURCES OF POLLUTANTS 39 (1973).
Non-point
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obviously tied to land use. To examine this relationship, the [National Eutrophication Survey] looked at land use patterns, geological and hydrological characteristics, and stream nutrients levels in approximately 1,000 drainage areas across the country; 143 In the Northeastern and North Central
states, 382 areas in the Eastern, Southern, and Midwestern states, and approximately 500 in the Western states.
For the first group of drainage areas studied, land. use conditions were
compared with measured stream nutrient concentrations. Although slope,

soils, and climate are important influences, the type of land use clearly Is
related to nutrient

concentrations

in

local

streams as shown

in

[figure be-

low]. Both phosphorus and nitrogen are markedly more concentrated in agricultural and urban areas than in other areas.
In attempting to study hundreds of lakes, streams, and drainage areas,
the

National

Eutrophication

Survey

obviously
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not

study

each

one
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The technology for control of these pollutants is readily available. 25 Regulation of application of fertilizers and pesticides would
upgrade water quality, but where misapplication of agricultural substances is not a significant problem, the adoption of best management
practices (BMPs) 26 to eliminate soil erosion from cropland and grazing land would serve to significantly eliminate non-point source pollution.27 Since the same management practices directed toward subIntensively, but it did provide a uniform comparison of many water bodies.
Most of the findings are consistent with but have expanded upon those of
previous studies. Used in conjunction with the results of more detailed studies
of individual water bodies, survey findings are valuable contributions to
characterization of nationwide water quality conditions, and they con help
in the formation of regulatory and management strategies.
COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, SIXT ANNUAL REPORT 358-359 (1975).

Relationship of Average Phosphorus and
Nitrogen Concentrations to Land Use
(in milligrams per liter)
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A more recent study examining the relationships between stream nutrient levels and
land-use has been released and is further evidence of the major role agriculture plays In
determining water quality. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
NON-POINT SOURCESTREAM NUTRIENT L,NEL RELATIONSHIPS: A NATIONWIDE STUDY (1977).
25. R. LOEHR, AGRICULTURAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 52 (1974). See also ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTiON AGENCY, PROCEEDINGS: -WORKsHOp ON AGRICULTURAL NON-POINT SOURCE 'WATER
POLLUTION CONTROL 57 (1974).
26. The long familiar engineering and biological methods and practices include: contour
plowing; terracing; stripcropping; rotating: mulching; con-v-erting marginal erosion-prone
land0 from crop production to pasture; planting shelterbelts or windbreaks; and minimum
tillage; a technique of planting which disturbs soil as little as possible thereby leaving
strips of sod between row crops. It is estimated that minimum tillage of 80% of U.S.
cropland as compared to 10 percent in 1974 would reduce soil erosion by 50 percent or
more. Carter, Soil erosion: The Problem Persists Despite the Billioiis Spent on It, 196
ScuINCE 409 (1977).
27. ENVIRONMENTAL PIROTECTION
AGENCY, PROCEEDINGS: WORKSHOP ONr AGRICULTJRAL
NON-POINT SOURCE WATER POLLUTION CONTROl., 49-53 (1974).

NOTES

stantially reducing soil erosion also reduce the amount of agricultural non-point source water pollutants, i.e., sediment, nutrients and
pesticides, it follows that substantial adoption and faithful adherence
to soil conservation techniques would serve not only to protect fertile
soil, but also to reach the goals of water quality as stated in the
CWA. 28
III. FEDERAL AND STATE LAW
A.

FEDERAL LAW

1. The Clean Water Act
Although the CWA effectively addressed point source pollution,
non-point source pollution was approached in an indirect and prostrate manner. Under the Act, a point source is defined as follows:
any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including
but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit,
well, discrete fissure container, rolling stock, concentrated
animal feeding operation, or vessel or floating craft, from
which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term
does not
29
include return flows from irrigated agriculture.
Thus a non-point source could be defined as any source of water
pollution not associated with a discreet conveyance. Since "discreet conveyance" is the test for point source regulation, agricultural non-point sources may be included incidentally. For example, sediment, nutrients, pesticides, and other wastes from
non-irrigated cropland may be collected in a ditch connected
to a waterway. Working under such a broad definition of point
source, the EPA has attempted to exclude certain types of runoff
from the point source permit program, notably most agricultural
discharges and irrigation. 30 The only attempt to deal with non-point
source pollution is within the planning provisions of the CWA. 1
Primary responsibility for nonpoint source water pollution has been
delegated to the states under sections 2082 and 30313 of the CWA.
28.

33 U.S.C.A. § 1251 (a) (1970 to 1977) provides in part as follows:
(1)
it is the national goal that the discharge of pollutants into navigable
waters be eliminated by 1985 ;
(2)
it is the national goal that wherever attainable, an interim goal of water
quality which provides for the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish,
and wildlife and provides for recreation in and on the water be achieved by
July 1, 1983;

(5)
it is the national policy that areawide waste treatment management
planning processes be developed and implemented to assure adequate control of sources of )ollutants in each state.
29. 33 U.S.C.A. § 13G2(14) (1970 to 1977).
30. Zener, The Federal Law of Viter Pollution Control, in FEDERAL ENVIRONNIENTAL
LAW 767 n.360 (E. Dolgin and T. Guilbert eds. 1974).
31. 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1288, 1313(e) (1970 to 1977).
32.
33 U.S.C.A. § 1288 (1970 to 1977).
33.
33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(e) (1970 to 1977).
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Under Section 208, the governor of each state must identify areas
with substantial water quality control problems, and designate areawide waste treatment management regions and representative organizations.4 Each regional organization has responsibility for operating
a "continuing areawide waste treatment management planning process,"3 5 and developing an areawide waste treatment management
plan. 8 Plans prepared under this process must be submitted for
EPA approval.3 7 Where an area of particular concern is located in
more than one state, the governors of the respective states must
consult to designate the area and representative organization. 8
In regard to point sources, the plans must identify needed
treatment facilities, establish construction priorities of those facilities and establish a regulatory program. 39 In regard to non-point
sources, the plans must develop a process to identify and create control programs for non-point sources related to agriculture, silvaculture, mining, construction, and salt water intrusion. 40 Non-point
source agricultural water pollution is addressed only to the extent
that an area plan must include
a process to . . . identify, if appropriate agriculturally . . .

related non-point sources of pollution, including irrigation return flows from irrigated agriculture and their cumulative effects, runoff from manure disposal areas, and from land used
for livestock and crop production, and ...

set forth procedures

and methods (including land-use requirements) to control to
the extent feasible such sources ....41
Planning for geographic areas outside of section 208 regions must be
undertaken as a part of the state's continuing planning process under
-section 303.42
A major weakness of the CWA is the lack of a timetable for
the implementation of plans with regard to non-point sources. A
state must only identify, assess, and merely plan regulation of non34. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(a) (1970 to 1977).
35. 33 U,.S.C.A. § 1288(b) (1) (A) (1970 to 1977).
36. Id.
37. 33 U.S.C.A. § 12S8(b) (1) (B) (1970 to 1977). The deadline for submission of designed areawid~a planning areas plans is no later than two years from the date the planning process is in operation and no later than November 1, 1978. 40 C.F.R. § 131.20(i) (2)
(1977). The deadlie for submission of the state plans is November 1, 1978, 40 C.F.R. §
131.20(i) (1) (1977).
38. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(a) (3) (1970 to 1977).
39. 33 U.S.C.A. § 128S(b) (2) (A) (B) (C) (1970 to 1977).
40. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(b) (2) (F) (a) (I-)(I) (1970 to 1977).
41. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(b) (2) (F) (1970 to 1977).
42. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(a)(6) (1970 to 1977). In short, all the geographic area within a
state which is not covered by an approved areawide waste treatment management planning process must be covered by an approved state continuing planning process with the
state acting as the planning agency. 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1288(a)(6), 1313(e) (1970 to 1977).
Requiring that states' planning processes include plans for adopting effluent limitations and compliance timetables, an inventory of neeed construction, plans for imple-
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point water pollution sources. 43 The only guarantee that states will
manage non-point source problems lies in the exercise of EPA power
to review and disapprove "inadequate" plans. 4i Another major weakness is the lack of a practicable national standard. 45 Without a national standard, each state is likely to submit plans which will address
non-point source pollution in only a cursory manner in order to protect local and state economic interests from higher production costs.
Thus, the CWA is feeble legislation for treatment of non-point
source water pollution problems, a major part of which is agriculture.
2. Federal Statutes Which Seek to Prevent Erosion and
Sedimentation on Agricultural Lands

Four statutes give the Secretary of Agriculture (the Secretary)
authority to contract for a term of years with agricultural producers. 46 The contracts are such that producers must implement
measures to control soil erosion and minimize water pollution from
agricultural activities in exchange for federal financial assistance.
Payments or benefits are conditioned on the individual producer's
adherence to conservation plans or practices approved or promulgated by the Secretary.4 7 Three of these statutes authorize the Secmentaton of water quality standards, and plans for controlling residual wastes, section
(1970 to
303 plans deal primarily with point source regulation. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(e) (3)
1977). However, the EPA must approve any state continuing planning process which will
result in plans for all navigable waters within the state which include, inter alia, "the
incorporation of all elements of any applicable area-wide waste management plans under
" 33
8. U.S.C.A. § 1313(e)(3)(B) (1970 to 1977). Thus, non-point sources
section 1288 .
generally and agricultural non-point sources specifically are included within section 303
plans by the requirement that the statewide plan include all elements of section 208 plans.
(1970 to 1977).
33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(e) (3) (B)
The EPA has Interpreted sect'on 303 as requiring state planning agencies to develop state strategies for overall water Pollution control including, inter alia, only a "discussion of the extent to which non-point sources of pollution will be adlressed by the
(1977).
State program,." 40 C.F.R. § 130.20 (a) (3)
(1970 to 1977).
43. 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1288(b) (2) (F) (G) (H) (1), 1313(e) (3) (B)
44. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(e) (2) (1970 to 1977).
45. By virtue of being a point source, background or upstream water quality Is easily
monitored and compared to the discharge of the point source. Because a national standard
of application of the best available technology, economically achievable by July 1, 1983
translates within limits, into allowable sioecific amounts of specific point source pollutants into navigable waters, the standard is workable by directly and efficiently monitoring point source discharges. 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1311(b) (2) (A), 1314(b)(2). However, because of their ubiquitous nature, non-point sources are not easily monitored, and policed.
Since non-point water pollution. is directly related to land use, and it would be inefficient
and unworkable to attempt to police every land owner or occupier through direct water
quality monitoring of the waterways to solve the non-point problem, the land-user-potential-non-point-polluter must be regulated in the use of his land. Land-use regulation Is
the only workable means of attaining successful non-point water pollution abatement.
46. Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-46, 49 Stat.
(1970 & Supp. V 1975)); Agricultural
163 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 590(a)-590(q)(2)
Act of Nov. 30, 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-524, § 901, 84 Stat. 1383 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§
1501-1510 (Supp. V 1975)) : Rural Development Act of Aug. 30, 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-419,
§ 201, 86 Stat. 667 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1005 (Supp. TV 1974)); Appalachian
Regional Development Act Amendments of Oct. 11, 1967, Pub. L. No. 90-103, §§ 108-111,
120, 81 Stat. 260-261, 264-265, (codified at 40 U.S.C. App. !§ 203-206, 302 (1970 & Supp. V
1975)).
47. 16 U.S,.C. § 590(h)(b) (Supp. V 1975) ; 16 U.S.C § 1503 (Supp. V 1975) : 16 U.S.C
§ 1003 (Supp. IV 1974) : 40 U.S.C. App. § 203 (1970).
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retary to promulgate regulations necessary to implement their provisions.48 The other statute authorizes the President to issue rules
49
and regulations deemed necessary.
a. The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act
Under the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act,50 pay-

ment is not only conditioned on conformity with approved conservation plans or practices, but may also be conditioned upon the following:
(1) The enactment and reasonable safeguards for the enforcement of State and local laws imposing suitable permanent restrictions on use of such lands and otherwise providing for
the prevention of soil erosion; (2) Agreements or covenants
as to the permanent use of such lands; and (3) contributions in money, services, materials, or otherwise, to any
operations conferring benefits .",
Among the policies and purposes of the Act are "diminution of exploitation and wasteful and unscientific use of national soil
resources; . . . the protection of rivers and harbors against the re-

sults of soil erosion in aid of maintaining the navigability of waters
and water courses and in aid of flood control; [and] . .. prevention

and abatement of agricultural-related pollution." 5 2- To accomplish the
purposes of the Act on federal lands, the Secretary is authorized to
carry out preventive measures including methods of cultivation, the
growing of vegetation and changes in the use of land. 3 For private
lands, the Secretary is authorized to enter into agreements with and
furnish aid to individuals, organizations, and local and state governments. 5 1' The agreements are subject to conditions deemed necessary,
and where needed, land or "rights of interests therein" may be ac55
quired.
To exercise the powers conferred on the Secretary for addressing the problem of soil erosion, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
was established.56 This agency provides technical assistance, for soil
and water conservation to individuals, organizations, and local and
state governments.5 7 In every state there is an SCS office, staffed
16 U.S.C. § 590(h) (b) (Supp. V 1975) : 16 U.S.C. § 1.506 (Supp. V 1975) 40 U.S.C.
§ 203 (1970).
16 U.S.C. § 1005 (Supp. V 1975).
16 U.S.C. §§ 590(a)-590(q) (2) (1970 & Supp. V 1975).
16 U.S.C. § 590(c) (1970).
16 U.S.C. § 590(g) (Supp. V 1975).
16 U.S.C. § 590(a) (2) (1970).
1I U.S.C. § 590(a)(3) (1970).
16 U.S.C. § 590(a)(4) (1970).
16 U.S.C. § 590(e) (1970).
57. (.OVERNATF.NT
PRINTING OFFICE, BUI.I.. No.
215, A .SISTANCE AV'ATLABIE FROM THP

4S.
App.
49.
50.
51.
52.
5.
54.
55.
5 ,.

SOIL CONSE.VAVTON

SERVICE

(1970).
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with a state conservationist and technical assistants. 58 The technical
staff prescribe and conduct programs to solve local erosion problems. 59 Through such programs, individual landowners may obtain
assistance from conseivation specialists.
Currently, 3,000 Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs)
are established throughout the United States. 60 Districts generally
correspond with county boundaries. 6 ' Ninety-seven percent of the
agricultural land of the United States is served by these districts,
and each is served by SCS field offices with a district conservation1
ist. 2 Districts are managed by an elected unsalaried board of local
citizens. 3 Established under state enabling legislation, these districts
are responsible for soil and water conservation programs within their
respective geographic areas.6 4 To provide state guidance and coordination, each state has a state committee or commission, usually
appointed by the governor. 65 Although the decision by a locality to
establish a SWCD is voluntary, failure to do so results in loss of
66
eligibility for federal programs.
b. The Rural Environmental Conservation Program
The Rural Environmental Conservation Program,6 7 the second
federal statute, was created to extend the contractual authority of
the Secretary of Agriculture (under the Soil and Water Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act) to preserve, restore and improve the
wetlands of the nation.66
c. The Rural Development Act of 1972
Since runoff and erosion may also result in local flooding, watershed management is critical. The Watershed Protection and Flood
Prevention provision 9 was enacted "for the purpose of preventing
[erosion, floodwater, and sediment] damages, [and] of furthering
the conservation, development, utilization, and disposal of water, and
the conservation and utilization of land . . . thereby .. . preserving,
protecting, and improving the Nation's land and water resources and
the quality of the environment. ' 7 Here also the Secretary is author58.

F.

BOSSELNIAN,

D.

FEURER, & T.
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302-323

(1977).
59. Id. at 303.
60. Id.
61.

16 U.S.C. § 590(h) (b)

62.

F.

63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

16 U.S.C.
Id.
Id.
Id.
16 U.S.C.
16 U.S.C.
16 U.S.C.
16 U.S.C.

BOSSELMAN,

D.

(Supp. V 1975).

FEURER, & T.

§ 590(h)(b)
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(Supp. V 1975).

H9 1501-1510 (Supp. V 1975).
9 1501 (Supp. V 1975).
99 1001-105 (Supp. IV 1974)
1001 (Supp. IV 1974).
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ized to assist local organizations, including soil and water conservation districts, and individual land owners through contractual agreements, conditioned upon SWCD approval of conservation plans "providing for . . . measures needed to conserve and develop the soil,
water, woodland, wildlife, and recreation resources of lands within
the area included in . . . such plans. ... ,,7Applications for federal
and the
assistance must be made in writing to the district involved
72
district.
that
by
reviewed
be
must
agreement
proposed
d. Appalachian Regional Development Act Amendments of 1967
The fourth statute authorizing contractual cost sharing to promote soil conservation is the Appalachian Regional Development
Act Amendments of 1967.3 Under this Act, the Secretary is authorized to enter into agreements "providing for land stabilization, erosion and sediment control, and reclamation through changes in land
use, and conservation treatment including the establishment of practices and measures for the conservation and development of soil,
'7 4
water, woodland, wildlife, and recreation resources.
e. Other Relevant Statutes
Three other federal statutes encourage soil conservation by providing low interest loans or tax incentives.75 Under the Agricultural
Act of 1961,76 the Secretary of Agriculture may make loans to
qulaified farmers or ranchers for "improving farms, including ...
land and water development, use and conservation." 7 Loans may
also be made eligible to applicants for "pollution abatement and
78
control projects in rural areas.1
The Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Amendments7" authorizes the
secretary to make loans to state and local public agencies and local
non-profit organizations to assist them in executing plans for the conservation of soil and water resources.80 The Secretary is also authorized to provide loans "for the control and abatement of agriculture-related pollution .... "81
71. 16 U.S.C. § 1003 (Supp. IV 1974).
72. Id.
73. 40 U.S.C. App. § 203 (1970).
74. Id.
75. Agricultural Act of Aug. 8, 1961, Pub. L. No. 87-128, §§ 302, 303, 75 Stat. 307 (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.); Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act Amendments
of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-4.19, § 301. 86 Stat. 669 (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.
I.R.C. §175 (1970).
76. Agricultural Act of Aug. S, 1961, Pub. L. No. 87-128, §§ 301-302, 75 Stat. 307 (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.).
77. 7 U.S.C. § 1923 (1970).
78. 7 U.S.C. § 1942(c) (Supp. IV 1974).
79. Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act Amendments of 1972, Pub. L.
86 Stat. 669 (codified in scattered sections of 7 U.S.C.).
80. 7 U.S.C. § 1011(e) (Supp. V 1975).
81. 7 U.S.C. § 1011.

No. 92-419,

§ 301,
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Finally, under the Soil and Water Conservation Expenditures
provision of the Internal Revenue Code,8 2 taxpayers engaged in the
business of farming may take an income tax deduction for expenditures incurred for the purpose of soil or water conservation. 83 The
amount deductible may not exceed twenty-five percent 4of the gross
income derived from farming during the taxable year.
f. Remedies Under Federal Law
To enforce contractual grants or loans, conventional remedies
for breach of contract, including equitable remedies such as specific
performance, are probably available to the secretary, although not
expressly granted. Of course, given the authority of the Secretary,
contracts could expressly provide for particular remedies should
breach occur.
Criminal penalties are available for violations, of the rules and
regulations under the Bankhead-Jones Amendments 5 while violations
of income tax provisions are punishable under the Internal Revenue
Code. 6
In short, the federal government has provided and continues to
provide assistance to agriculture for soil erosion or agricultural nonpoint source water pollution control. However, its role though marginally effective and very expensive, has been and remains responsive
only to voluntary participants willing to share the cost of undertaking pollution abatement measures.
B. STATE LAW
1. Soil Conservation Statutes Generally
a. The Standard State Soil Conservation DistrictsLaw
In response to the dust bowl disasters of the 1930s, Congress in
7
1935 enacted the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act.
Because federal assistance was contingent upon the formation and
function of state committees and soil conservation districts, the SCS
proposed a Standard State Soil* Conservation Districts Law in 1936
as model enabling legislation to be enacted by the states.88 Although
few states followed the exact terms of the standard law, all fifty
passed similar legislation.8
82. I.R.C. § 175 (1970).
83. I.R.C. § 175(b) (1970).
84. Id.
85. 7 U.S.C. § 1011(f) (1970).
86. I.R.C. § 7231 (1970).
87. Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act of 1935, Pub. L. No. 74-46, 49 Stat.
163 (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 590(a)-590(q) (2) (1970 & Supp. V 1975).
88. SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRICULTURE, A STANDARD STATE SOIL
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS LAW (1936).
89. W. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTIoN 8 (1952).
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Under the, Standard State Soil Conservation Districts Law, the
basic nature of the district was to be a local voluntary governmental
entity with corporate powers which would educate, encourage and
undertake soil conservation projects and land-use regulation. 90 Each
district's boundaries were to be determined by the State Soil Conservation Committee upon petition and public hearing. 91 The supervisors were to govern the district; there were to be three elected
92
supervisors and two appointed.
The powers and duties of districts and supervisors included the
following: education and promotion of soil conservation techniques;
comprehensive planning for the conservation of soil resources; control and prevention of soil erosion within the district; management
of erosion control projects undertaken by the federal government or
its agencies; contracting with landowners or occupiers concerning
the use of their land; execution of preventive and control measures
within the district; and formulation of regulations governing the use
of lands within the district. 93 In short, the districts were to have
educational and encouragement duties and regulatory powers.
90.

Id. at 11-15.

91. Soil CONSERVATION SERVICE, I.S. DEP*T
CONSRRVATION DISTRICTS LAW 7, 8 (1936).

OF

AGRICULTURE,

A

STANDARD

STATE

92. Id. at 13, 14.
93. A soil conservation district organized under the provisions of this act shall
constitute a governmental subdivision of this State, and a public body corporate and politic, exercising public powers, and such district, and: the supervisors thereof, shall have the following povers, in addition to others granted
in other sections of this act :
(1) To conduct surveys, investigations, and research relating to the
character of soil erosion and the preventive and control measures needed, to
publish the results of such surveys, investigations, or research, and to disseminate information concerning stch preventive and control measures; provided, however, that in order to avoid duplication of research activities, no
district shall initiate any research program except in cooperation with the
government of this State or any of its agencies, or with the United States
or any of its agencies:
(2)
To conduct demonstrational projects within the district on lands
owned or controlled by this State or any of its agencies, with the cooperation of the agency administering and having jurisdiction thereof, and on
any other lands within the district upon obtaining the consent of the occupier of such lands or the necessary rights or interests in such land's, in order
to demonstrate by example the means, methods, and measures by which soil
and soil resources may be conserved, and soil erosion in the form of soil
blowing and soil washing may be prevented and controlled ,
(3)
To carry out preventive and control measures within. the district
including, but not limited to, engineering operations, methods of cultivation,
the growing of vegetation, changes in use of land, and the measures listed
In subsection C of section 2 of this act, on lands owned or controlled by this
State or any of its agencies, with tlle cooperation of the agency administering
and having jurisdiction thereof, and on any other lands within the district
upon obtaining the consent of the occupier of such lands or the necessary
rights or interests in such lands :
(4) To cooperate, or enter into agreements with, and within the limits of
appropriations duly made available to it by law, to furnish financial or
other aid to, any agency, governmental or otherwise, or any occupier of
lands within the district, in the earryilng on of erosion-control and prevention operations within the district, subject to such conditions as the supervisors may deem necessary to advance the purposes of this act:
(5) To obtain options upon and to acquire, by purchase, exchange, lease,
gift, grant, bequest, devise, or otherwise, any property, real or personal, or
rights or interests therein ; to maintain, administer, and Improve any prop-
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In exercising their authority over land management practices,
district supervisors were to have the power to accept or reject farmers' applications for technical assistance from the SCS. 94 Thus, on
the basis of applications accepted, supervisors were to be able to set
priorities as to what conservation work would be undertaken and the
geographic areas to be given special emphasis.
b. State Soil Conservation DistrictEnabling Legislation
Statutes of the following fifteen states were searched for provisions relating to control of soil erosion and sedimentation from
agricultural activities: 95 California, 96 Indiana,9 7 Iowa, 98 Kansas, 99
erties acquired, to receive income from such properties and to expend such
Income in carrying out the purposes and provisions of this act; and to sell,
lease, or otherwise dispose of any of its property or interests therein in furtherance of the purposes and the provisions of this act ;
(6)
To make available, on such terms as it shall prescribe, to land occupiers within the district, agricultural and engineering machinery and equipment, fertilizer, seeds, and seedlings, and such other material or equipment,
as will assist such land occupiers to carry on operations upon their lands for
the conservation of soil resources and for the prevention and control of soil
erosion ;
(7)
To construct, improve, and maintain such structures as may be necessary or convenient for the performance of any of the operations authorized
in this act;
(8)
To develop comprehensive plans for the conservation of soil resources and for the control and prevention of soil eros:on within the district,
which plans shall specify in such detail as may be possible, the acts, procedures, performances, and avoidances which are necessary or desirable for
the effectuation of such plans, including the specification of engineering
operations, methods of cultivation, the growing of vegetation, cropping programs, tillage practices, and changes in use of land ; and to publish such
plans and information and bring them to the attention of occupiers of lands
within the district;
(9)
To take over, by purchase, lease, or otherwise, and to administer
or erosion-prevention project located
any soil-conserva-tion, erosion-control,
within Its boundaries undertaken by the United States or any of its agencies,
or by this State or any of its agencies: to manage, as agent of the United
States or any of its agencies, or of this State or any of its agencies, any soilconservation, erosion-control, or erosion-prevention project within its boundaries; to act as agent for the United States, or any of its agencies, or for
this State or any of its agencies, in, connection with the acquisition, conerosionof any soil-conservation,
struction, operation, or administration
control, or erosion-prevention project within its boundaries; to accept donations, gifts, and contributions in money, services, materials, or otherwise,
from the United States or any of its agencies, or from this State or any
of its agencies, and' to use or expend such moneys, services, materials, or
other contributions in carrying on its operations;
(10)
To sue and be sued in the name of the district; to have a seal,
which seal shall be judicially noticed; to have perpetual succession unless
terminated as hereinafter provided: to make and execute contracts and other
instruments, necessary or convenient to the exercise of its powers; to make,
and from time to time amend and repeal, rules and regulations not inconsistent with this act, to carry into effect its purposes and powers :
As a condition to the extending of any benefits under this act to,
(11)
or the performance of work upon, any lanIs now owned or controlled by this
State or any of its agencies, the supervisors may require contributions in
money, services, materials, or otherwise to any operations conferring such
benefits, and may require land occupiers to enter into and perform such
agreements.
at
15-17.
Id.
94. W. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DIsTRIcTs IN ACTION 15 (1952).
95. Generally these states were selected for their agricultural importance. Some, however, were selected because of their well-known efforts to abate soil erosion through recent
legislation.
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Massachusetts, 00 Michigan,' 0 Minnesota,' 0 2 New York,' 0 3 North Dakota,'0 4 Pennsylvania,' 0 5 Texas, 0 6 Utah, 0 7 Virginia,0 " West Virginia, 0 9
and Wisconsin."10 All fifty states had or have soil conservation district enabling statutes which were or are applicable to agricultural
activities."' The statutes of all fifteen states searched were enacted
no later than 1940.
Since original enactment, however, some states have amended
this legislation to specifically address water pollution or sedimentation resulting from erosion. Two such states are California"' and
Virginia."' Virginia recognized that "denuding of land . . . creates

critical erosion areas . . . and resulting sediment causes extensive
'
pollution of vital streams, ponds, and lakes. "

1 14

Among the purposes in the California legislation is "[t]o provide the means by which the state may cooperate with the United
States and with the . . . districts . . .in securing. . . water quality...
from unreasonable and economically preventable waste and destruc-

tion." 15 Nearly all statutes declare that it is in the interest of the
public welfare, health and safety to provide for conservation of the
soil and soil resources and to prevent soil erosion." 6
Since one of the reasons advanced to explain the regression in
the soil erosion control effort is the failure of districts to regulate
agricultural land use, close examination of state enabling legislation
and district powers and duties is needed in order to determine
whether or not the existing institutional arrangement is capable of
effectively dealing with agricultural non-point source pollution. Several reasons why districts do not regulate include the following: (1)
state enabling legislation does not grant police powers to a district

to regulate; '" (2) if the state does grant police powers to a district to
regulate land-use, the requirements for regulations to become bind96.

CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §, 9151-9491 (Wkest 1977 & Cum. Supp. 1978).
97. IND. CODE ANN. 99 13-3-1-1 to 13-3-1-14 (Burns 1972 & C'm. Supp. 1977).
98. 1OWA CODE ANN. 9§ 467A.1-467A.53 (West 1971 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
99. KAN. STAT. §§ 2-1901 to 2-1918 (1971 & Curn. Supp. 1977).
100. MTASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 21, !
18-25 (WYest 1973 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
101. MICH. Comp. LAWS ANN. §! 282.1-2S2.16 (WVest 1967 & Cun.. Stipp. 1977).
102. MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 40.01-40.15 (West 1963 & Curn. Supp. 1977).
103. N.Y. SOIL & WATER CONSERV. DIST. LAW (M ctinney 1949 & Cum. Supp,. 1977).
104. N.D. CENT. CODE §§ 4-22-01 to 4-22-51 (1975 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
105. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 3, q§ 849-864 (Purdon 1963 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
106. TFX. AcRiC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, §§ 165a-4(1)
to 165a-4(13)
(Vernon 1969 & Cum.
SI'pp. 1978).
107. UTA- CODE ANN. !§ 62-1-1 to 62-1-17 (1968 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
108. V.. ConE !§ 21-1 to 21-112.21 (1975 & Cun. Supp. 1977).
109. W. -\"A. CODE §§ 19-21A-1 to 19-21A-14 (1977).
110.
"S. STAT. ANN. §! 92.01-92.20 (WVest 1972 & Cum. Supp. 1977).
111. W.
PACKS, SO1,
CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 8 (1952)
(lower 48 states).
ALASKA STAT. § 41.10.010-41.10.150 (1977), HAW. RMV. STAT. §§ 180-1 to 180-17 (1976).
112. CAL. PUB. RES. COnE § 9001 (WVest 1977).
113. VA. CODE § 21-2a (1975).
111. Id. § 21-2a.
115. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 9001 (West 1977).
116. Rr,e.g., N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-01 (1975).
117. WY. PARKS, S0I1,CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 15 (1952).
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ing ordinances are so stringent that no regulation occurs; (3) where
there is regulation, no means are provided for enforcement; and
(4) farmers and ranchers simply resist land-use regulation.
Six of the states surveyed have enacted legislation which currently authorizes districts to adopt regulations for the use of land lying
within the district in order to conserve soil and water resources
and control erosion, runoff, and sedimentation." 8 Generally, those
statutes authorize supervisors to formulate regulations and require
a referendum on proposed regulations. Ordinarily, regulations may
include requirements for engineering operations such as building
fences, dams, and dikes; requirements for special cropping methods
such as strip, contouring, lister furrowing and no-till; requirements
for specified programs and tillage practices; and requirements that
highly erosive land be retired from cultivation. 119 Among the powers
which states have most generally failed to grant their districts is
the power to adopt land-use regulations. 20 This power, along with
an enforcement provision, was originally thought by the SCS to be
necessary for districts if they were to be locally effective in the
12
execution of a national conservation program.
Even where states grant police powers to a district to regulate
agricultural land-use, the requirements for proposed regulations to
become law were and continue to be obstructive. For example,
Texas requires nine-tenths of the votes to be cast in favor of a proposed regulation before it may become an ordinance. 22 Similarly,
North Dakota123 requires three-fourths, Virginia 1 24 two-thirds, and
West Virginia125 sixty percent. Only Utah 26 and Wisconsin,' 27 of those
states surveyed, require a simple majority of greater than fifty percent. In Texas, before formulation of a regulation by the supervisors
can occur, at least fifty landowners must petition the supervisors. 128
118,. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-27(29) (1975) ; TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4; § 165a-4(8)
(Vernon 1969) ; UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-9 (1968) ; VA. CODE § 21-79 (1975) ; W. VA. COoE
§ 19-21A-9 (1977) ; WIS. STAT. ANN. § 92.09 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
Many other states currently grant regulatory powers to SWCD's, including the
following: Alabama, Arkansas, Colprado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Vermont and Wyoming. Garner, Regul2tory
Programs for Non-pobzt Pollution Control: The Role of Conservation Districts, 32 J. OF
SOIL AND WATER CONSERV. 202 n.2 (1977). The number of states granting regulatory powers
to SWCD's has declined from thirty-three in 1967 to twenty-seven presently. Glick, The
Coming Transformation of the Soil Conservation
District 22, J. OF SOIL AND WATER
CONSERV. 47, note 3 (1967).
119. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-30 (1975) ; TEX. AORIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, § 165a-4(8)
(Vernon 1969) ; UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-9 (1968) ; VA. CODE § 21-79 (1975) ; W. VA. CODE
§ 19-21A-9 (1977) ; '"'Is. STAT. ANN. § 92.09 (West. Cum. Supp. 1977).
120. W. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN AcTION 15, 149 (1952).
121. Id. at 15.
122. TEX. AGIC. CODE ANN. tlt. 4, § 165a-4(8) (Vernon 1969).
123. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-29 (1975).
124. VA. CODE § 21-75 (1975).
125. W. VA. CODE § 19-21A-9 (1977).
126. UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-9 (1968).
127. WIS. STAT. ANN. § 92.09 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
128. TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, § 165a-4(8) (Vernon 1969).
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There is no provision in the Texas statute for districts with less
than fifty landowners. An additional restraint is placed on adoption
of regulations by providing that only landowners are qualified to

vote. Texas ' 2 and Virginia"30 are two such states, while Utah,' 1 West
Virginia,1' 3 2 and Wisconsin"33 require only that voters be land occupiers
within the district. North Dakota13 requires that voters be qualified

electors. The effect of majority and voter eligibility restrictions has
been that there is little or no land-use regulation of agriculture in
states which have granted the police power to districts.""
In the six states where district regulation is possible, enforcement of duly adopted regulations is at the option of the supervisors."3
37
Supervisors are authorized to enter to inspect lands for compliance.
In North Dakota, 138 Texas,"1 9 Virginia,' 40 and West Virginia,' 4' the
supervisors may petition a court of competent jurisdiction and seek
injunction or bill of equity, and this is the only statutory enforcement
provision. If positive action is necessary to prevent soil erosion,
districts In these states may seek a court order either directing the
landowner to do the necessary work or authorizing the district to
enter upon the land and perform the required act.' 4 2 Where the district undertakes performance, it may recover the costs of performance and legal proceedings.1 4 3 Additionally, the Utah statute allows
districts by ordinance to provide for injured occupiers to recover
damages from violating occupiers.'- Wisconsin provides that the
county board shall prescribe the procedure for enforcement, that
damages may be recovered, and that the county, owners, or owners
of real estate, within the area affected by the violated regulation,
may enforce by injunction. 4 5
129. Id.
130. VA. CODE § 21-73 (1975).
131. UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-9 (1968).
132. W. VA. CODE § 19-21A-9 (1977).
133. 'V. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 151 (1952).
134. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-28 (1975).
135. W. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 151 (1952). To date only nine
districts are known to have adopted conservation ordinances now in effect: six in Colorado; one in North Dakota; one in Oregon: and one in Montana. The most recent ordinance was adopted in Montana in June 1977. Garner, Regulatory Programis for Non-point
Pollution Control: The Role of Conservation Districts, 32 J. OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERV.
200 (1977) ; Glick, The CoMbig Transformation of the Soil ConservatiOe District, 22 J. OF
SOIL AND WATER CONSERV. 47 n.3 (1967).
136. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-34 (1975) ; TEX. AORIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, § 165a-4(9)
(Vernon 1969) : VA. CODE § 21-83 (1975) : 1. VA. CODE § 19-21A-10 (1977).
137. N,.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-33 (1975) : TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit.4, § 165a-4(9) (Vernon 1969) ; UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-11 (1968) ; VA. CODE § 21-82 (1975)
1V. VA. CODE §
19-21A-10 (1977) ; WIS. STAT. ANN. § 92-10 (Vest Cum. Supp. 1977).

13S. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-34 (1975).
139. TEN. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, § 165a-4(9) (Vernon 1969).
1.40. VA. CODE § 21-83 (1975).
Il4.
W. VA. CODE § 19-21A-10 (1977).
1 t2. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-34 (1975): TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit, 4, § 165a-4(9) (Vernon 1969) : UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-11 (1968) : VA. CODE §§ 21-83, 21-84 (1975) ; W. VA.
CODE § 19-21A-10 (1977).
143. Id.: VA. CODE § 21-8S (1975).
144. UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-11 (196S).

145.

WIS. STAT. ANN. § 92.10 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
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Provisions which allow the district to seek legal remedies are
more effective than provisions which require another governmental
entity to seek legal action. 14 6 Thus, the statutes of North Dakota,
Texas, Utah, Virginia, and West Virginia are more effective than
the Wisconsin statute.
By providing for injunctions by private persons, Wisconsin legislation appears to be an effective method of swift legal remedy,
thus insuring compliance with land-use regulation. 147 However, there
is no provision for court costs and attorney's fees to be paid by
the violating party. Private persons would have to suffer substantial
injury before undertaking the financial strain of litigation. Although
an injunction may be sought, notably absent from the Wisconsin
statute is any provision for recovery of damages by private persons.
Utah, on the other hand, allows a district by ordinance to grant
individuals injured by violating landowners the right to recover
damages.' 48
One deficiency with all the enforcement provisions of the states
surveyed is that no relief is available to injured landowners or occupiers outside a district where violation has occurred and has
proximately caused the injury. None of the states surveyed that
grant regulatory powers to districts have criminal penalties for
violations, except Utah.' 49
All six states granting regulatory powers have provisions for
repeal, supplementation, amendment, and variance of district reguations. All six states, except Wisconsin, provide that on petition of
a single landowner, cualified elector, or occupier within the district,
changes may be made in the ordinance. These changes must be
within the requirements under which the ordinance was adopted. 15
Wisconsin does not require the filing of a petition, but only that the
repeal or amendment be in the manner prescribed for enactment. 15'
Provisions for variance of district regulations in all states granting
regulatory powers to districts is similar, i.e., where great practical
difficulty or unnecessary hardship is alleged in a petition to a board
of adjustment, the petitioner will be granted a hearing." 2 All states
make provision for appeal of adverse hearing decisions to the
courts. 53
146. It would seem likely that the district would be more sensitive to district ordinance
violations than, the county board or state legislature.
147.
VIs. STAT. ANN. § 92.10 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
148. UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-11 (1968).
149. Id. § 62-1-10.
150. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-32 (1975) ; TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4 § 165a-4(8) (Vernon 1969) ; UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-9 (1968) ; VA. CODE § 21-78 (1975) ; W. VA. CODE §
19-21A-9 (1977).
151. IWIS. STAT. ANN. § 92.09 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
152. N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-35(39) (1975) ; TEX. AGRIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4, § 165a-4(10)
(Vernon 1969): UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-12 (1968); VA. CODE §§ 21-90, 21-105 (1975)
V. VA. CODE § 19-21A-I
(1977) ; Wis. STAT. ANN. § 92.12 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
153. Id.
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Although the Standard Soil Conservation Act did not provide districts with powers of eminent domain, some states have provided
such powers. Of those states surveyed only Virginia, 1 5 4 West Virginia 15 5 and Wisconsin- allow districts to condemn real property.
All soil conservation districts of the fifteen states surveyed are
authorized to accept gifts, contributions, and grants from state and
federal funds for expenditure in carrying out their purposes.5 7 All
states expand authority of the district to accept gifts, contributions
and grants from individuals and organizations or any other source,
except North Dakota. 58
Legislation in Indiana, 59 Iowa,' 60 Kansas, 61 Minnesota, 6 2 and
West Virginia163 authorizes the counties to appropriate money to their
respective districts from the county fund, or the county or municipality may levy a tax. California 6 4 and Iowa165 authorize districts to
levy a tax directly. Wisconsin authorizes state funds upon filing and
subsequent approval of a conservation project plan. 16 The assessment provisions as found in California are the most satisfactory
means of providing funds to districts on a consistent basis. The assessment may not exceed two cents per $100 of assessed value. 6 7
The limitation of a ceiling on assessment which a district may make
protects landowners from an unexpected tax burden.
Allowing the district to directly levy a tax provides an efficient
administrative process. Provisions for county funding or county or
municipal tax levy for soil and water conservation programs do not
provide the steady predictable income to districts which direct authority to tax does. Thus, districts without direct taxing powers are
severly limited in terms of the effective planning of projects which
may be undertaken. Because the law proposed by the SCS did not empower the district to tax and the prevailing idea among the states was
154. VA. CODE. § 21-11.14(4) (1975).
155. W. VA. CODE § 19-21A-8(5) (1977).
156. Ws. STAT. ANN. § 92.08(3) (West Crn. Supp. 1977).
157., CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 9401 (West 1977); IND. CODE ANN. § 13-3-1-1-S(12)
(Burns
1973); IOWA CODE ANN. § 467A.7(10)
(W\est 1971); KAN. STAT. § 2-1908(5)
(1975);
MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 21, § 24(7) (West 1973) ; MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 282.8(5)
(West 1967) ; MINN. STAT. ANN. 9 40.07(6) (West Curr. Supp. 1978) ; N.Y. SOIL & WATER
CONSERV. DIST. LAW § 9(8) (Mc~inney, 1949); N.D. CENT. CODE § 4-22-26 (1975); PA.
STAT. ANN. tit. 3, § 857(12) (Purdon Cunm. Supp. 1977); TEX. AORIC. CODE ANN. tit. 4.
§ 165a-4(7)
(Vernon 1969); UTAH CODE ANN. § 62-1-8(9)
(1968): VA. CODE § 21-62
(1975); W. VA. CODE § 19-21A-8(9)
(1977); WIS. STAT. ANN. § 92.08(7)
(West Cur.
Supp. 1977).
158. See statutes cited supra note 141.
159. IND. CODE ANN. § 13-3-1-11 (Burns 1973).
160. IOWA CODE ANN. 9 467A.20 (West 1971).

161. KAN. STAT. § 2-1907(b) (Cum. Supp. 1977).
162. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 40.072(1) (West Curn. Supp. 1978).
163. V. VA. CODE 9 19-21A-13(a) (1977).
164.

CAL. PUB. RES

CODE §§ 9501, 9506 (West 1977).

165. IOWA CODE ANN. § 467A.20 (West 1971).
166. WIs. STAT. ANN. § 92.20 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
167. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE 9 9505 (West 1977).
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to set up a voluntary 'structure, general taxing powers were not
granted to districts.
2. Other State Statutes
To address agricultural sedimentation and soil erosion on a regional or state level, four states (Michigan, Pennsylvania, Iowa,
and New York) have enacted new legislation.
a. Michigan
Michigan's Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act of 19 7 21,s
authorized state level regulation of all major earth-moving activities
except logging and mining. 169 All agricultural activity was within
the scope of this act until amended in 1974 to exclude "the plowing
or tilling of land for the purpose of crop production or the harvesting
of crops.' 170 However, at the same time, the act was amended to
delay agricultural regulation until January 1, 1979. 7 ' Thus agricultural activity will be subject to regulations promulgated by the
state 172 and enforced by the county. 173 County agents may enter lands
to inspect for compliance and the state or county may seek injunctions. 174 Persons guilty of violation of sediment and soil erosion control regulations are guilty of a misdemeanor, but penalties are not
75
specified.
b. Pennsylvania
Under the Pennsylvania Clean Streams Act,' 7 6 the Department
of Environmental Resources is authorized to regulate any activity
creating a danger of pollution or potential for pollution. 7 7 Subsequently, regulations for controlling soil erosion and sedimentation
from agricultural activities have been promulgated. 78 Regulations
require each farmer with greater than twenty-five acres to prepare
a conservation plan which must be implemented by July 1, 1977,
upon all disturbed land surfaces. 1 79 Technical assistance is made
available through the conservation districts and inspection for compliance may be made at any time. 180 Regulations further provide
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.

MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. §§ 282.101-282.117 (West Cum. Supp. 1977).
Id. § 282.116.
Id.
Id. § 282.104.
Id.
Id. § 282.106.
Id. § 282.114.
Id. § 282.113.
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 691.1-691.1001 (Purdon 1977).
Id. § 6915.

178.
ENVTRONMENTAL
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LA wS CONTROLLING NON-POINT POLLUTANTS 63 (1975).
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Id.
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overall standards for erosion and sedimentation control.18 1 A permit
system is used for most earth moving activities except plowing or
tilling for agricultural purposes. 18 2 Enforcement may be delegated
to counties and other local governments provided an acceptable plan
for administration of the program is submitted.Y3 Presumably this
includes soil and water conservation districts. Agricultural activity,
other than plowing and tilling, came Within the act on January
1, 1974. Plowing and tilling activity came within the act on July 1,

1977. 1

4

c. Iowa
In 1971 Iowa enacted legislation which created a regional system
of agricultural land-use regulatory authority.8 5 This legislation was
enacted in response to the recognition that the existing federal-statedistrict effectiveness had clearly stagnated.8 6 Thus, a regional comprehensive and regulatory approach to water quality and soil erosion
control was established. Among the objectives of the legislation was
"to mandate the conservation and proper control and use of the soil
and water resources of the state, by measures including but not
limited to the control of floods . . . erosion . . . [and] the preservation of the quantity and quality of water for its optimum use. .. ."1I
The legislation established six conservancy districts apparently
based upon watershed boundaries.8 8 The governing body of each
conservancy district is the state soil conservation committee. When
conducting the business of any conservancy district, the committee
8 9
is known as the board of that district.
Among the powers and duties the board shall have or exercise are
the promulgation, repeal, and enforcement of such rules and regulations as are necessary to achieve the objectives of the act, and to
prepare, adopt, and implement a conservancy district plan. 90 The
board also has the power of eminent domain.19' Although the board
181. Id.
182. Id.
183. Id.
184. Id.
63-64.
185. IOWA CODm ANN. § 467D.1 (Vest 1971).
186. Id.
§ 467D.1. See also Contemporary Studies Project: Impact of Local Government
Units on Water Quality Control, 56 IOWA L. REV. 806, 888-929 (1971). In this article
three important reasons are advanced to explain the soil conservation stagnation: large
scale farming methods: more specialized agriculture: and the inahility of the states and
soil conservation districts to regulate agricultural land use.
187. IowA ConE ANN. § 4670.1 (West 1971).
1S8.
Id. § 467D.3.
189. Id.
§§ 467D.4, 467D.5. The committee membership is clearly s'acked in favor ot
agricultural interests. Of the eleven members, seven are chosen from throughout the state
and six of those must be eniaged in farming operations: the other member represents
cities and towns, The remaining four members serve ex officio: the directors or their
designees of the state agricultural extension service, state conservation, commission, anti
the natural resources council, and the secretary of agriculture or his designee.
190. Id. § 467D.6(3).
191. Id. § 467").6(8).
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and
is authorized to receive and expend federal funds and donations
1 92
district.
conservancy
each
for
funds
gifts, the state provides
An enforcement provision declares a nuisance to exist where
soil erosion results or contributes to damage to any internal improvement of a conservancy district or to property not owned by the
193
owner or occupant of the land on which such erosion is occurring.
The conservancy district, conservation district, or individual dam94
Howaged may bring an action to enjoin and abate the nuisance.
ever, the remedy is limited to compliance with regulations of the conservation district in which the land is located. 9 5
d. New York
New York has recently enacted a provision in its soil and water
conservation district statute requiring every owner or occupier of
agricultural land to have applied to the appropriate soil and water
conservation district by January 1, 1978, for a soil and water conservation plan. 196 The provision places a deadline of January 1, 1980,
for completion of the plan and a requirement that the plan be reviewed every five years.1 97 Apparently this legislation is aimed at
future controls on land use based upon an individual landowner's
the
conservation plan. The conservation plan requirement makes
1 98
New York legislation similar to the Pennsylvania legislation.
IV. PROBLEMS AND CHOICES
A.

PROBLEMS

The above survey of the current federal-state-local institutional
arrangement suggests several problems having important implications in the future of agriculture non-point source water pollution
control.
The most striking obstruction to effective national control of
agricultural non-point source pollution is the maintenance of the current forty-year-old program of voluntary adoption of the best land
management practices (BMPs) to prevent soil erosion. The original
program to combat erosion as envisioned under the standard law
proposed by the SCS was a two-pronged approach: first, education
and demonstration; and second, and most important, regulation.
Except for a handful of districts which have promulgated regulations,1 99 the first approach comprises the total experience of the
192.

Id. §§ 467D.12, 467D.14.

193.
194.
195.
196.
197.
198.
199.

Id. § 467D.23.
Id.
Id.
N.Y. SOIL & WATER CONSERV. DIST. LAw § 9(7) (a)
Id.
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 691.5 (Purdon 1977).
Supra note 119.

(MCeKinney Cum. Supp. 1977).
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federal-state-local-operator effort to control soil erosion. Clearly, four
decades of this voluntary approach has been more than an adequate
period of trial and it has clearly stagnated. Any reason for further
optimism that such an approach is capable of success must ignore
experience. Since it can be expected that those who would voluntarily
adopt BMPs have already done so, to continue the current programs
will seriously risk further water and soil degradation.
There has also been considerable experience with the second approach, regulation. Although all states passed soil and water conservation statutes, only two-thirds, a number which continued to shrink,
gave police powers to the districts. 20 0 Of those states granting the
districts regulatory powers, most placed such stringent requirements
on adoption of regulations that only a handful of regulations have
been enacted throughout the United States over the past forty years. 20 1
Even if the most favorable conditions for local district regulation
were present, it is not likely that any effective regulation would occur. A district has no incentive to regulate itself to ensure that BMPs
are undertaken. To do so, the district might place itself in an economically disadvantageous position relative to other similarly situated
districts which do not adopt and/or enforce similar regulations. A
district can reasonably be expected to regulate only problem activities of local impact.
Clearly, a funding mechanism directly tied to compliance with
national standards is the only realistic way to approach agricultural
non-point source pollution. Originally the SCS attempted to do this.
The USDA grouped the states into three categories based on adequacy of state conservation district enabling acts. 20 2 The amount of
.assistance to be furnished a district was accordingly determined by
the placement of the state in one of the three categories. While the
first two categories were to receive full assistance, the states in the
third category were not to receive full assistance because they were
considered to have one common defect, failure of the state to enact
enabling legisltaion granting authority to districts to adopt and adequately enforce land use regulations. 3 Although certain states were
thought to have responded to this coercive approach, when the cate204
gorization ceased in 1942, eight states were still in group three.
Because of the maximum production needed at the time due to World
War II, the SCS abandoned this policy of distributing aid based on
adequacy of state law.2 0 5 Since abandonment, the SCS considers all
200. W. PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 149, 150 (1952). See also supra
note 119. To~'ay twenti-seven. states authorize SWCDs to use police powers. In
1952,
thirty-two of the fort" e'ght states granted police powers to SWCDs.
201. Supra note 119.
202.

W.

PARKS, SOIL CONSERVATION

203. Id. at 27.
204. Id.
205. Id. at 28.

DISTRICTS IN ACTION 26, 27

(1952).
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states eligible for full assistance. 20 6 Even though the so-called adequate state laws did not result in a viable national soil erosion control
program, it is arguable that statutory authority to withhold assistance
in lieu of adequate law did persuade some states to change their
27

laws. 1
Not only was assistance at one time conditioned upon
the adequacy of the state enabling law, it was also conditioned upon the existence of an individual farmer's conservation plan. 208 Prior to April
1951, the farmer, as a condition precedent for federal assistance,
was required to have his objectives and working procedures specifically outlined and agreed upon in writing. 0 9 Because of the limited
number of technically trained personnel, it was not possible for the
SCS immediately to provide farm plans for all farmers it was obligated to assist, and therefore, the requirement was eventually drop2 10
ped, and has not since been revived.
Under the forty year voluntary program there has been a steady
decline in district planning. As a precondition for SCS assistance to
the district, a work plan or working process is required from the
district. 211 Regional offices of the SCS at one time laid down specific
suggestions in development of work plans.212 The SCS field personnel
aided district governing bodies by suggesting inclusion of minimum
practices to meet lower limits of conservation plans.2 1 3 However, requirements of regional offices of the SCS varied as to the detail
and specificity of the work plan, and many regional offices were
getting back their own outline of suggestions. 21 4 Increasingly, regions
accepted brief plans committing districts to no definite policies. 21 5
Today the trend toward short district work plans with little or no
,supplementation is continuing and is a further indication of the in28
adequacy of a national voluntary effort.
Because of the lack of enforceable national standards for soil
erosion control, districts and states have had and will continue to
have no incentive to regulate agricultural activity to prevent soil
erosion. Although Iowa 21 7 and Pennsylvania 21 8 have recently undertaken more regulatory approaches to soil erosion control, a single
state's efforts alone without similar regulatory action on the part
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.

Id.
Id. at 27.
Id. at 37.
Id.
Id. at 38-39.
Id. at 31-35.
Id. at 33.
Id. at 32-33.
Id. at 33-34.
Id. at 34.
Id.
See supra notes 185-195, and text accompanying.
See supra notes 176-184, and text accompanying.
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of other states will result in self-inflicted economic injury. 2 9 Conceivably, if a state such as Iowa were to regulate its agricultural
lands in such a way as to take highly erodable soils out of production, the incentives to produce would shift to other states' more
highly erodable soils. The result would be little change, if not regression, in national soil erosion abatement. This analysis can similarly
be applied to districts. Thus, the need for national standards and
regulations are clearly necessary for adequate long-term solutions
to the agricultural non-point source water pollulion problem.
B. CHOICES

There are only two ways to deal with the agricultural non-point
source water pollution problem; adequately and inadequately. There
is no middle ground. Opting for the voluntary program has proven
over four decades to be a waste of federal money, precious fertile
soil, and clean water. Realistically, the only approach left is regulatory in nature. To be adequate, however, a regulatory program must
be national in scope.
A national program must have at least four elements to be effective: first, national standards must be impartially determined;
second, there must be impartial enforcement of all regulations promulgated to meet national standards; third, existing federal, state,
and local institutions and agencies must be used; and fourth, a productive viable agricultural economy must be maintained.
1. Impartial National Standards
National standards framed in terms of maximum tons of soil
loss per acre per year that would be tolerated would be most realistic.
A reasonable limit of tolerable soil loss could be based on a standard of
indefinitely sustainable soil productivity. This would serve two purposes: first, insure a permanently sustainable supply of food and fiber; 22 0 and second, to maintain clean water. In the interest of public
219. Heady, Nagadevara, Economic Impacts of State Environ
iental
Programis In a National Fiwmeicork: The Iowa Conservancy Law, 30 J. OF SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
272 (1975). There the authors summarize as follows:
Because of the inelastic demands for farm commodities, one state such as
Iowa may restrain land use with the result that its farmers sacrifice income
while farmers elsewhere gain income. We applied national models to determine what the outcome wonild be if Iowa were to fully implement its
Conservancy Diptlriet Act or apply other environmental restraints, such as
limiting nitrogen and pesticide use. The results show that in all cases restraints implemented solely in Iowa would reduce net farm income in the
state while income elsewhere in the nation would increase, Hence, national
as opposed to state legislation is implied for the long run.
220. The seriousness of the soil erosion problem was pointed out [in 1975] In a
. . . report prepared for the Senate Committee on Agriculture and' Forestry
by the Council for Agricultural Science and Technologv (CAST), which 1.
made tip of renresentatives of about a dozen professional groups having to
do with soil science, animal husbandrv, seed improvement, agricultural en-
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health, safety, and welfare, soil could no longer be exploited as a
mined resource. The only agricultural uses allowed on any particular
land would be those which are able to be economically maintained indefinitely. Such a standard, if deemed too harsh at first, could be
phased in over several years. No matter how the standard is framed,
soil must be managed in terms of its carrying capacity if it is to maintain its productivity and consequently, the nation's security and stability.
2. Impartial Enforcement
Impartial national enforcement of regulations determined from
impartial standards is possible in many forms. Ideally, all producers
must have a periodically updated conservation plan which is designed
by SCS personnel to allow maximum production within the limits
of tolerable soil losses (under BMPs). Compliance with the conservation plan could be the hinge-pin of an enforcement mechanism. One
way to enforce compliance with approved conservation plans would
be to withhold federal assistance such as price supports, farm loans,
crop insurance, disaster relief, acreage allotments, and further cost
sharing for conservation procedures where noncompliance with a conservation plan or regulation has taken place. Before any farmer
could obtain federal assistance he would be obligated to prove to
federal authorities, i.e., local SCS or Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) personnel, his compliance with the conservation plan. Of course, there must be provisions for appeal of
decisions adverse to the operator.
Although such a strategy would be effective in removing poor
agricultural management in low demand years, there must also be
a process to enforce compliance with plans or regulations during
high demand years when incentives to abuse soil and water resources
are great. Periodic review of conservation plans and local regulation
compliance by districts with assistance from SCS personnel would
be appropriate. Under this situation, sanctions must be available
which seriously affect a violator's capacity to continue operation.
Effective sanctions would include the following: withdrawal of future
federal assistance; fines based on duration of a non-conforming
practice and estimated excess soil losses; and enjoining of current
non-conforming practices with costs assessed against the violator for
district action taken when the violator ignores a court order. While
allowing recovery of attorney's fees and court costs, an additional enforcement tool would be provision for civil suit for damages and injunctive relief for landowners injured by non-conforming producers.
3. Use of Existing Governmental Institutions and Agencies
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A coordinated use of existing federal, state, and local institutions
and agencies would be most effective and desirable to successfully
and equitably implement and enforce a national regulatory program.
The most experienced and potentially effective agencies and governmental units needed to deliver an adequate national program are
already in existence. By spreading the duty of enforcement of federal
standards throughout a hierarchy of governmental' units and agencies,
more checks would be provided to ensure compliance. Thus, to maintain strict district enforcement of federal standards in the periodic
review of conservation plans, there must be a higher authority
which would exercise power to check district non-enforcement. Such
a check on district action would be exercised by the state under
federally approved enabling legislation through the EPA approval
of section 208 plans. A state check on district action could take the
form of withholding all federal and state agricultural assistance
from all land occupiers within the district and granting the state
and all complying land occupiers a cause of action against the noncomplying land occupiers for damages, attorney's fees, and court
costs. To ensure that the states uphold federal standards through
sanctions- against districts, the federal government through the EPA
and USDA must have and exercise authority to withdraw approval
of section 208 and section 303 plans and to withhold all federal agricultural assistance from non-enforcing states until non-enforcing districts have been appropriately enjoined under EPA and USDA-approved state enabling laws. Similarily, the federal government could
also exercise sanctions directly against districts through the USDA
and its appropriate agencies, the SCS and Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service, provided such measures had an expressly
statutory basis.
Because the Clean Water Act (CWA) merely requires areawide
and state plans to set forth procedures and methods to control to the
extent feasible agriculturally related non-point sources of water pollution,221 it is not clear that the EPA can effeotively regulate states in
the implementation and subsequent enforcement of approved plans for
gineering, meteorology, and the like ....
Addressing the soil erosion problem nationally, the CAST report said more than a third of all cropland was
suffering soil losses too great to be sustained without a gradual, but ultisnately disasterous, decline in productivity. It is generally accepted anong
soil scientists that even "deep soils" cannot sustain a loss of more than 5
tons an acre per year without hurting productivity. Such scientists therefore
see real cause for alarm in the fact that erosion losses nationally have been
v ariously estimated at about 9 or 12 tons an acre per year and that, in extreme cases, losrcs of 60 tons or more are recorded. Under normal farming
conditions-discounting erosion losses-new topsoil forms at a rate of about
1.5 tons an acre per year.
(emphasis added).
Carter, Soil Erosion: The Problem Persists Despite the Billions Spent on It, 196 SCIENCE

409 (1977).
221.

See supra notes 32-42, and text accompanying.
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agricultural non-point source pollution control. Presently the EPA's
express power to control non-point sources lies only in approval or disapproval of section 208 and section 303 plans, 222 and states and areas
are only required to set forth procedures and methods of control within
their plans. 22 There is no provision requiring the EPA to approve only
compulsory non-point plans. No provision in the CWA directs the
EPA to withdraw approval of plans and/or withhold federal agricultural assistance for failure of a state to implement and subsequently enforce a previously approved compulsory rather than voluntary non-point source plan. By statute the EPA should be given
the express authority and duty to require adequate regulatory state
enabling legislation that would establish the above proposed hierarchy
of authority with the proper standards and sanctions. Furthermore,
an enforcement provision requiring the EPA to withdraw approval
of state enforcement of approved implemented plans should be enacted. Such withdrawal of approval should automatically suspend
federal assistance to agricultural and water pollution abatement programs within an unapproved state.
4. Productive and Economically Viable Agriculture
One area of great concern within this regulatory framework will
be the maintenance of an economically viable agricultural system.
In any discussion of the economic viability of agriculture, the protection of the soil resource to maintain permanent high productivity,
and thus permanent economic viability, is paramount. As long as low
demand continues to plague agriculture, it is likely that the percent
and maximum amount of cost sharing per land occupier per year
will likely determine which operators will not be able to comply with
federal standards. This will be inevitable. Subsidization of any private conservation project by the federal government to meet federal
standards should be based upon cost-benefit analysis with interest
rates not set artificially low. Clearly, marginal operators on highly
erodable soils will and should be the most highly affected group.
Close economic analysis will be needed to be sure that cost sharing
is set at levels which preserve agricultural stability, keep good
management in agriculture, and maximize food production within
the carrying capacity of the soil. After spending $15 billion during
the past four decades to eliminate soil erosion only to find that the
problem is actually worse, 224 it is only realistic to reassess the entire
cost sharing program and its effectiveness before another round of
225
spending takes place.
222.
223.
224.

33 U.S.C.A. § 1313(e) (2)
(1970 to 1977).
See supra notes 40-42, and text accompanying.
Carter, Soil Erosion: The Problem Persists Despite the Bilbions Spent on It, 196
SCIENCE 409 (1977).
L25. 33 U.S.C.A. § 1288(j) (1970 to 1977). Under the agricultural cost sharing program
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V. CONCLUSION
22 6
it is
As submission of section 208 and section 303 plans occur,
with great interest that one awaits the EPA's judgment on those portions of the plans that concern agricultural non-point source water
pollution regulation. If the EPA should approve merely voluntary
measures or "beefed up" versions of voluntary measures as practiced over the nast four decodes, then the non-point problem in agriculture will at least persist if not grow worse under the future stress
of population growth. If the EPA should reject plans calling for primarily voluntary measures and withhold federal assistance, there
is a possibility of agricultural non-point source pollution abatement.
It would not be the first time a federal agency withheld or threatened
to withhold federal assistance for inadequate state. action in this
227
area.
At a minimum, the EPA should require enactment of enabling
!egislation requiring all agricultural producers, in lieu of penalties,
to adopt a conservation plan by a specified future date. Whether or
not the EPA requires minimal state movement toward a regulatory
process, Congress must consider amendment of the CWA to require states to implement plans calling for compulsory measures
for handling non-point source pollution and to set an enforceable
national standard not measured by water quality monitoring, but by
tolerable s-oil losses based upon the maintenance of permanent soil
productivity. With such a national standard, Congress must consider
the withholding of federal assistance to agriculture such as price
supports, farm loans, crop insurance, disaster relief, acreage allotments, and further cost-sharing for conservation practices. After all,
poor management which is to the public detriment should not be
rewarded or subsidized. However, in the long run a successful regulatory program must be effective in high as well as low demand
years. For this, a comprehensive regulatory approach with a hierarchy of authority involving all levels of government must ultimately be established.

LYNN L. SCHLOESSER

within the Clean Water Act, there has been a. total of $600,000,000 appropriated for the
fiscal years of 1979 and 19S0. .1 U.S.C.A. § 1288(j)(9) (1970 to 1977).
226.
40 C.F.R. § 131.20(i) (1977). The deadline is November 1, 1978,
227. \V. 'ARKS, SoIl, CONSERVATION DISTRICTS IN ACTION 27 (1952).

